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Instruction for Use
CART-I by Sky Labs Inc.
Thank you for choosing CART-I. For your safe and correct use of CART-I, please read this manual before use.
Failure to follow the instructions below could result in product damage (or failure) or injury.
The publication date of this instruction manual (IFU# IF-01 Rev. D) is Nov. 2020. In the case where you have a manual
that goes back 3 years, please contact Sky Labs Inc. to make sure you have all the updated information.
If you have any questions regarding the use of the product or mobile app, please free to contact Sky Labs Inc.
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Website:
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1. Device Description & Intended Use
1)

CART-I consists of devices, including CART-Ring and CART-Cradle, CART-App (Mobile Application) for
general users, and CART-Web(website) for doctors.

2)

CART-I provides photoplethysmography(PPG) signals to measure heart rate(HR) and to identify Atrial
Fibrillation or its burden, and electrocardiogram(ECG) signals to offer supplementary information to doctors.

3)

A part of CART-I, CART-Ring is a ring-type wearable device, which collects (or records), stores, and transfers
not only PPG signals but also single-channel ECG signals.

4)

CART-Ring operates continuously to collect only PPG signals - referred to as "Background-Check" within this
submission.

5)

without user intervention, while collecting both PPG and ECG signals - referred to as "Self-Check" within this
submission by users' intention.

6)

Inside of CART-Ring, a Lithium Polymer battery can be recharged using CART-Cradle, operating based on the
wireless charging technique.

7)

CART-I utilizes an iOS-based CART-App, which is installed on an iPhone, to obtain PPG and ECG signals from
CART-Ring.

8)

After obtaining both signals, CART-App transmits those signals to a cloud server to get results, such as an
estimation of HR and an analysis of Atrial Fibrillation or not.

9)

CART-App offers the statistics, including the number of checks, the analyzed results, and etc., with graphs and
lists to users; Data offered to users are synchronized to their own account.

10) After connecting to users, doctors get more detailed information from a cloud server for their connected users
than those for general users using CART-Web.
11) CART-I has the accuracy of heart rate as below.
Contents

The accuracy of heart rate

PPG Heart rate

40 bpm~240 bpm (±2)

ECG Heart rate

30 bpm~240bpm (±3)

Method for calculating the heart rate
The number of pulses during the measurement period.
The average of the inverse of the individual
R-R interval during the measurement period.

2. Packages

A smartphone for installation of CART-App is not enclosed.
Minimum smartphone requirements to operate CART of Sky Labs Inc.
ㆍ

Smartphone: iPhone 7 or later, iOS 10.0 or later, Android 6.0 or later (BT 4.1 or higher)

ㆍ You may download CART-App from Apple App Store and Google Play.

3. Device Specifications
3.1. Intended use and/or indications for use
Contents

Description
CART-I is indicated for self-testing by patients who have been diagnosed with, or
are susceptible to developing, atrial fibrillation or its burden and who would like to
monitor and record their heart rhythms and heart rates on an intermittent or
continuous basis. CART-I is intended to be used in the home-healthcare
environment.
Adults (≥18years)
The age of Adult is defined on the basis of FRA (European union agency for
fundamental rights).

Indications

⇒ The age of majority is the age at which a child becomes an adult and acquires
full legal capacity. It means that a person can engage in legal activities and is liable
for any contractual obligations. The age of majority is 18 years in all EC Member
States except for Scotland, where children are considered to have the full legal
capacity from the age of 16 years.)
https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/mapping-minimum-agerequirements/age-majority

Target treatment group

Target diagnostic disease

Atrial Fibrillation, Heart rate

3.2. Product information
Contents

Description

Product name

Heart monitor

Trade name

CART-I
Class IIa
(according to the Rule 10 of Classification Criteria, annex IX, MDD 2007/47/EC)

CE MDD Classification
Trade Name / Model Name
Applied part

Model Number

CART-I
BF Type
(Inner metal, sensor and outer of CART-Ring)
CART-I has 8 types of CART-Ring and CART-Cradle. The difference between
each model number is its dimension.
CART-Ring is available in US 6 to 13, in Korea 11 to 31.
Model number
Model number of
Model number of
of full packages(set)
CART-Ring
CART-Cradle
A0K1
R0K1
C0K1
A0K2
R0K2
C0K2
A0K3
R0K3
C0K3
A0K4
R0K4
C0K4
A0K5
R0K5
C0K5
A0K6
R0K6
C0K6
A0K7
R0K7
C0K7
A0K8
R0K8
C0K8

3.3. General product information
Part

Feature
Rated Power

Internally Powered, Lithium polymer battery,
3.7 Vd.c.

Max power(R0K1)

-2.47 dBm (Burst Average power)

CART-Ring

BT frequency

IP58

RF test Temperature

-20℃ ~ 55℃

Mode of operation

Continuous

RF specification

CART-RF 1.2.1

Rated Power

5Vd.c.

Rated Power Consumption

50mW~1W

Charging method

Firmware Version

Wireless Charging / Magnetic Inductive /
using USB cable
Charging frequency: 205.305kHz
Operating frequency: 175.3kHz
CART-CF 1.0.0,

CART-AC(IOS) 1.2.0, CART-AC(Android) 1.1.1)
Language: English
CART-WD 1.2.0
Language: English

CART-App
CART-Web
Manufacturing date

YYYY-MM

Country of manufacture

Product use period

Internally Powered, BF type applied part, Bodyworn
Bluetooth Low Energy, Bluetooth 5.0, distance:
<2m

Firmware Version

RF frequency

Manufactured by

Operating frequency: 2402~2480MHz

IP Grade

Protection against electric shock

CART-Cradle

Charging frequency: 205.305kHz

Republic of Korea
Sky Labs Inc.
CART-I is guaranteed to use for a minimum of 2 years.

3.4. Device Specifications
Contents

The accuracy of heart rate

PPG Heart rate

40bpm~240bpm (±2bpm)

ECG Heart rate

30bpm~240bpm (±3bpm)

4. Environment specification
Contents

Description

Temperature conditions for operation & charging

5℃~45℃

Humidity conditions for operation & charging

10%~95%

Temperature conditions for storage & transportation

-25℃ to 70℃

Humidity conditions for storage & transportation

10%~95%

Atmospheric pressure conditions for operation, storage,
and transportation

700hPa ~ 1060hPa

5. Symbols
1) Symbols on the shipping box

Fragile, handle with
Care

Keep dry

Limitation for Transport and storage

2) Symbols on the product

Manufacturer

CE marking of conformity

Lot Number

Temperature limitation

Type BF

Humidity limitation

Date of Manufacture

Atmospheric pressure limitation

Refer to the
Instruction for use

Manufacturer’s
EU Representative information

IP Grade

Do not dispose with household waste

Direct current

Warning

6. Safety Precautions
Failure to comply with the safety precautions indicated in this manual is likely to result in fire,
electric shock, injury, or damage to the product. Please read and understand all the safety
precautions/warnings thoroughly before using the product.

6.1. Safety information
ㆍ

This product is designed and manufactured in compliance with EN 60601-1:2013 and EN 60601-1-2:2015 the
international standards applied to medical devices.

ㆍ

This product is designed to be used by patients.

6.2. Limitation of use
ㆍ

This product shall be used only by adults(≥18years).

ㆍ

CART-Ring shall be worn only on a finger; do not wear it on other part of your body.

ㆍ

This product shall not be used for a medical diagnosis without the help of medical staff.

6.3. General safety / warnings
ㆍ

Do not place the product near children or pets.

ㆍ

Do not adjust, repair, disassemble or modify the product as it may cause injury or product damage.

ㆍ

Do not use a damaged cable.

ㆍ

Do not use a damaged product.

ㆍ

Stop using the product if you experience difficulties in manipulating or using it.

ㆍ

Do not use the product if heat is generated while being used.

ㆍ

If the finger that contacts the CART-Ring sensor turns red or develops a skin irritation, stop wearing it
immediately. If symptoms persist without wearing CART-Ring for more than 2-3 days, please contact a
dermatologist.

ㆍ

If the CART-Ring does not fit your finger, accuracy of the collected data cannot be guaranteed; please note
that a tight ring may result in an injury or poor blood circulation.

ㆍ

The battery in the CART-Ring cannot be replaced, but it is specified to have 80% of capacity left after 2 years.

ㆍ

This product is IP58. It means, the product is protected from limited dust ingress and protected from long term
immersion up to a specified pressure. This device is waterproof. But it should be kept dry.

ㆍ

Keep your child safe from USB cable that could choke, suffocate, or strangle.

ㆍ

If you store this device at the minimum or maximum temperature, keep it at room temperature for at least 1
hour before use.

※ Note
ㆍ

In order to select the right-sized CART-Ring for your finger, you are recommended to use the Sizing Kit
provided by the manufacturer. We recommend that you wear CART-Ring on a finger, except the thumb
and little finger, of the hand that is less-frequently used. Do not wear it with other rings.

6.4. Precautions/warnings for reading Heart rates and ECG (how to collect signals)
ㆍ

Skin perfusion (how much blood passes through the skin) is one of the factors affecting the quality of the data
being collected. If you exercise in a cold place, the skin perfusion of your fingers may fall too low, making it
impossible for the CART's sensor to measure.

ㆍ

A permanent or temporary change to the skin (e.g. tattoo) may affect the performance of the measurement

sensor.
ㆍ

Moving your body during measurement may affect the measurement result.

ㆍ

As CART-Ring is IP58 rated (dust- and water-proof), you may use it freely in your daily life. To ensure higher
quality of the collected data, however, wipe off water on your hand or CART-Ring with a soft cloth.

6.5. Product management
ㆍ

Do not wash the product with hot water or immerse it in the cleaning solution since the product may be seriously
damaged.

ㆍ

Wipe the inside and outside of CART-Ring with a soft cloth before wearing.

ㆍ

Clean the surface of CART-Ring once a day before wearing.

6.6. Radio frequency / Electromagnetic field / Environment
ㆍ

Do not expose this product to strong electromagnetic fields

ㆍ

Do not use this product with MRI, CT or X-ray equipment.

ㆍ

This product contains RF components that emit electromagnetic fields.

ㆍ

Store the product away from high or low temperature, humid or wet conditions, or direct sunlight.

ㆍ

Do not use or store this product near fire.

ㆍ

Do not wear CART-Ring in the bath and sauna.

ㆍ

Use this product only in the recommended environmental conditions.

ㆍ

As CART-Ring is a product that contains a battery, be careful not to leave the ring inside a car for a long time.

ㆍ

Do not swallow CART-Ring or its components.

ㆍ

Do not use non-certified adapters or cables.

ㆍ

Due to a possibility of radio interference, this device cannot support services related to human safety.

6.7. Maintaining water and dust resistance
ㆍ

Do not expose the CART-Ring to water moving with force.

ㆍ

Do not use your CART-Ring when you dive into the water, snorkel, or try any water sports in fast-flowing water.

ㆍ

If the CART-Ring or your hands are wet, dry them thoroughly before handling the CART-Ring.

ㆍ

If the CART-Ring is exposed to fresh water, dry it thoroughly with a clean, soft cloth. If the CART-Ring is
exposed to other liquids, such as salt water, swimming pool water, soapy water, oil, perfume, sunscreen, hand
cleaner, or chemical products such as cosmetics, rinse it with fresh water and dry it thoroughly with a clean,
soft cloth. If you do not follow these instructions, the device’s performance and appearance may be affected.

ㆍ

If the CART-Ring is dropped or receives an impact, the water- and dust-resistant features of the CART-Ring
may be damaged.

ㆍ

Do not disassemble your CART-Ring. The water- and dust-resistant features of the CART-Ring can be
damaged.

ㆍ

Do not expose your CART-Ring to a dramatic change in air temperature or water temperature.

ㆍ

Do not dry your CART-Ring with a heating machine like a hair drier.

ㆍ

The water-resistant feature of the CART-Ring can be damaged in the sauna.

ㆍ

Some features may not work properly if the CART-Ring is used in water.

※ Note
ㆍ

CART-Ring has been tested in a controlled environment (IEC60529), and the dust/waterproof rating is

IP58. Please use the above contents with caution for normal dust/waterproof function operation. Failure to
observe the above may damage the device.

6.8. Intended use
CART-I is indicated for self-testing by patients who have been diagnosed with, or are susceptible to developing, atrial
fibrillation or its burden and who would like to monitor and record their heart rhythms and heart rates on an intermittent
or continuous basis. CART-I is intended to be used in the home-healthcare environment.
ㆍ

Use this product only for the intended use(s).

ㆍ

Do not use this product for diagnosing heart diseases.

ㆍ

Sky Labs Inc. does not provide any warranty for misleading information caused by misuse, alteration, or neglect
of the product, or the product failure due to improper maintenance (not in compliance with the manual).

ㆍ

This device can be operated in at least one Member State without infringing applicable requirements on the
use of radio spectrum

ㆍ

The interpretation by this product shall not be regarded as a final diagnosis of the heart condition; it is a potential
interpretation of the condition that can be considered by the doctor making a diagnosis, along with other clinical
signs and symptoms.

6.9. Disposal of the device and/or battery in accordance with local environmental laws and
guidelines.
This symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product shall not be treated as household
waste. Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and
electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential
negative consequences for the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by
inappropriate waste handling of this product. The recycling of materials will help to conserve natural
resources. For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please contact your local city office,
your household waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the product.

7. Contraindications
There are no known contraindications for CART-I, although care should be taken when considering using
the device according to the safety Precautions.

8. Disposal
This product and its battery shall not be disposed of together with household waste. Dispose of the product
and its battery in accordance with the local environmental laws and regulations.

9. Quality Assurance and Limited Warranty
The warranty period is 1 year from the date of purchase. Any product that does not work as intended can
be exchanged or refunded within 30 days from the delivery date.
Details can be found at the following homepage www.i-skylabs.com.

10. Installation & Charging
10.1. Installation (app download)

ㆍ

From Google Play Store or App Store of your mobile phone, download CART-App.

ㆍ

Type in "CART" or "Cardio tracker" to search for the app. Register your CART as guided on the screen before
use.

10.2. How to charge CART-Ring
ㆍ

You can check the battery level of your CART from the main screen of the CART app.

ㆍ

While being charged, the status LED of the cradle is lit in red; once fully charged, the LED turns green.

ㆍ

It takes about 2 hours to fully charge a CART and, once fully charged, it lasts for about 48 hours.

10.3. How to place (and charge) CART-Ring on the CART-Cradle.

※ Note
ㆍ
ㆍ

Use an adapter with a rated voltage of 1 to 2 A (i.e. mobile phone adapter). Otherwise, an error may occur
while charging, or it may take more time until it is fully charged.
Blinking LED of CART-Ring or CART-Cradle indicates that the battery is not being charged. Please check
if the charging direction is correct once again and start charging.

10.4. LED Indicator of CART-Cradle
ㆍ

When the power is connected: Green LED is lit for 1 second

ㆍ

Being charged: Red LED is lit.

ㆍ

Fully charged: Green LED is lit.

ㆍ

In case of a charging error: Red LED is blinking every 1 second

11. Operation
11.1. Preparation before use
For your safe and correct use of CART-I, please read this manual before use.

11.1. Product installation & registration
Download CART-App from App Store or Google Play.
Tap the icon of the installed CART-App and try to log in or sign up.

11.3. How to sign up/log in
11.3.1. Sign up
1)

If you do not have an account, click Sign Up to start the sign-up process.

2)

Fill out the membership registration form.
(1) Tap the Email field and enter your email address.
(2) Tap the Password field and set a password that you think can better protect your personal information.
Then, click Confirm Password field and enter the password again.

※ Note
ㆍ

For security, the password should be between 10 to 20 digits including "uppercase/lowercase letters, and
numbers".
(3) Tap the First Name and Last Name fields and enter your name.
(4) Tap the Sex field and select your gender.
(5) Tap the Date of birth field and select your date of birth.
(6) Tap the Location field and select your region.
(7) Tap the Height field and specify your height (cm).
Tap on the Weight field and specify your weight (kg).
(8) After filling out all the items, click Sign Up. An email will be sent to the email address you have entered
for verification. Please check your email to complete the verification process.

3)

Tap the link sent by email to complete the verification.

※ Note
ㆍ

If the account has already been registered, a guide message pops up (no verification email will not be
sent).

11.3.2. Log in
1)

Enter your email address and password.

2)

If you want to save your email address and password, swipe Save Email to the right to activate it.

3)

To use the auto login function, swipe Auto Login to the right to activate it.

4)

Tap Login.

11.4. Forgot password
1)

If you have forgotten your password, tap Forgot password.

2)

Enter the email address you used to sign up and tap Send. A password-change email is sent to your email
from which you may find a code number for changing your password.

3)

Check the code number included in the password-change email, and enter it in the CART-App.

4)

Enter a new password.

5) Log in with the changed password.

11.5. Register CART (CART-Ring)
1)

Product registration can be done as follows:
(1) Go to the Setting tab.
(2) Tap My Device.
(3) Tap Add Device to register the product (CART-Ring).

※ Note
ㆍ

You can see a detailed description in "My Device> Add CART."

11.6. Measure
11.6.1. How to wear CART-Ring

1)

Wear it as guided in the pictures below; the top of CART should be rotated up (towards the back of your hand).

2)

The sensors of CART-Ring should face the palm side.

11.6.2. Self-check
1)

Tap Measure from the main screen of the CART app to start self-check.

2)

Tap Start, and then it will start the measurement in 5 seconds. Before the measurement starts, use the fingers
of the other hand (without a CART) to gently cover/contact the metal part (bottom of CART) as shown in the
figure below and measure it for 30 seconds.

3)

Check other guide information by touching the left or right button on the upper guide.

※ Note
ㆍ
ㆍ
ㆍ

ㆍ

The top of CART should be rotated up (towards the back of your hand), and the sensors should face the
palm side as guided in "How to wear CART-Ring."
Use the fingers of the other hand (without a CART) to touch the metal part of CART-Ring to collect the
ECG signals.
A CART-Ring that fits your finger should be selected. If not, heart rates and atrial fibrillation symptoms
cannot be accurately measured. Before purchasing the product, request the manufacturer's sizing kit and
select a ring size most suitable for the finger to be worn.
For accuracy of the measurement, do not move your fingers or change your posture during measurement.

4)

When the self-check starts, the blue LED on the top of CART lights up for 2 seconds. After 30 seconds, the
blue LED lights up for 1 second, indicating that the measurement is complete.

5)

While the measurement is in progress, the progress bar is displayed at the top of the screen. Do not move until
the progress bar reaches 100%.

6)

When the measurement is complete, the measured results appear on the screen.
(1) Occurrence of Atrial Fibrillation
Non-detection or detection of Atrial Fibrillation
(2) PPG graph: A graph of PPG signals collected through the PPG sensor
(3) ECG graph: A graph of ECG signals collected through the ECG electrodes
Select Filter on/off to change the level of noise reduction included in the ECG signal.
Filter off prevents distortion in the ECG waveform, and Filter on reduces noise in the ECG waveform.
(4) Heart rate information

※ Note
ㆍ

Tap Record on the main screen to view the results of "Self-check."

11.6.4. LED Indicator of CART-Ring
1)

Self-check start notification: Blue light is lit for 2 seconds

2)

Self-check end notification: Blue light is lit for 1 second

3)

Fault notification: Red light blinks every 1 second

11.6.5. Symptom Input/ Symptom View

1)

Symptoms can be entered at any time and the entered symptoms can be viewed.

2)

Enter the symptom by moving the "Symptom input / view" button of the application to the symptom input screen.

3)

After selecting the symptom that appears on the symptom input screen, press the “Save” button of the
application to save the entered symptom.

4)

Click the “View Symptom Log” button on the symptom input screen to check the entered symptom list.

5)

On the symptom log view screen, tap the symptom input date to check the detailed information of the entered
symptom.

11.6.6. Background check
1)

CART-Ring periodically collects the user's PPG signals.

2)

The background-check results can be checked on the Report tab of CART-App.

3)

CART-Ring can store up to 1,500 blocks of 10-second data. Since data may be lost, it is recommended to
periodically connect to the application and transmit the data.

※ Note
ㆍ
ㆍ
ㆍ

Background check can be measured only on the finger wearing CART-Ring. (Unlike the Self-check, the
fingers of the other hand (not wearing the ring) do not need to touch CART-Ring)
CART-App and CART-Ring are automatically synchronized only when the application is running.
If you cannot see the measured result, check the Bluetooth connection status.

11.7. Report (by Period)
By tapping the Report tab at the bottom of the screen, you can check the statistical data by period.
1)

Report screen help
ㆍ

2)

Tap

icon on the upper left to see the detailed description on the Report screen.

Move to the current date
ㆍ

Tap

icon on the top right to see the current date information.

11.7.1. Monthly report
1)

Tap Monthly at the top of the Report screen.

2)

The upper figure shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) of the measured information corresponding to the selected
month.

3)

The graph shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) and average heart rate based on the measured data over a
month.

11.7.2. Weekly report
1)

Tap Weekly at the top of the Report screen.

2)

The upper figure shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) of the measured information corresponding to the selected
week.

3)

The graph shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) and average heart rate based on the measured data over a
week.

11.7.3. Daily report
1)

Tap Daily at the top of the Report screen.

2)

The upper figure shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) of the measured information corresponding to the selected
day.

3)

The graph shows Atrial Fibrillation burden (%) and average heart rate based on the measured data over a day.

11.8. History (previously - measured self - check records)
1)

By tapping the History tab at the bottom of the screen, you can see the previous self-check records.
(1) Guide to the History screen.
ㆍ

Tap

icon on the upper left to see the detailed description of the History screen.

(2) Update the self-check records.
ㆍ

Tap

icon at the top right to update and get the latest self-check record.

(3) Filter the self-check records.
ㆍ

Occurrence of Atrial Fibrillation (Atrial Fibrillation)
All / Non-detection of Atrial Fibrillation / Detection of Atrial Fibrillation

ㆍ

Period: Monthly

2)

Select the data you want to see; a more detailed information is displayed.

※ Note
ㆍ

You may check the PPG and ECG graphs and heart rates through self-check.

11.9. Setting
11.9.1. User information

1) You can edit your User information by tapping Setting > User information.
(1) Edit User information
ㆍ

Tap

icon at the top right.

ㆍ

Select the fields you want to edit from the information page.

ㆍ

Tap

icon on the top right to save the edited information.

(2) Log in with a different account
ㆍ

Tap Logout below your name.

ㆍ

Log in with a different account by typing in the corresponding email address and password.

11.9.2. My physician
1)

Tap Setting > My physician to manage your registered physician(s).

(1) Update the list of my physicians.

① Tap

icon at the top right of the screen.

(2) Check the approval status of your physicians.

① Tap

to see the physician list guide.

a.

: Physician’s approval is completed.

b.

: Waiting for the physician’s approval.

c.

Physician’s approval is denied or cancelled.

(3) Search

① Tap the search box at the top and enter the physician’s code.
② Tap

icon.

③ You can check the searched information of the physician.
(4) Register

① From the searched information, click Register Physician to request registration of the physician.
(5) Delete

① From the list of physicians, you may select some physicians to delete.
a.

Android: Touch and hold the physician you want to delete.

b.

iOS: Swipe the physician you want to delete to the left.

11.9.3. My Device
1)

To register your CART, tap Setting > My Device.

2)

At the top of the page, you will see a list of recently - connected devices (newest first); all the previously
registered devices are included in the list. A blue dot on the left of the CART icon indicates it is the currently connected device.
(1) Register CART

① Tap Add CART (at the bottom of the page).
② Scan the QR code of your CART or enter the serial number (included in the package)
③ The initial Sensor Setting starts for data collection. Once the settings are confirmed, then the
registration of your CART is complete.

※ Note
ㆍ
ㆍ

For registering a CART-Ring, please place it near your mobile phone.
If the initial sensor setting fails, make sure you wear the ring as guided and try again.
(2) Delete a CART

① To delete a certain CART from your list of devices
a.

Android: Touch and hold the device you want to delete.

b.

iOS: Swipe the device you want to delete to the left.

(3) Connect to a different CART

① From the device list, choose and tap a CART you want to connect to.
② A blue dot is marked next to the number of the selected CART, and the representative device's
name is changed.

11.9.4. Data usage limit
1)

Tap Setting > Data usage limit to limit the data usage.

2)

If you want to use only Wi-Fi, enable the toggle switch of "Use Wi-Fi Only" by swiping it to the right.

11.9.5. CART information (information of the CART app and its terms of use.)
1)

Tap Setting > Support > CART information to see the information of the CART app and its terms of use.

11.9.6 Notification Setting
1)

Tap Setting > Notification Setting to manage notification Settings.

2)

Allow Notifications
Allow general notifications, such as battery status. If this feature is turned off, notification service will not be
provided.

3)

Allow atrial fibrillation notifications
Allow notification when Atrial Fibrillation occurs. If this feature is turned off, notification service will not be
provided.
(1) Notification conditions
Minimum atrial fibrillation burden for sending notifications
(2) Notification interval
Even if Atrial fibrillation that satisfies the notification conditions occurs, no notification is sent when the
atrial fibrillation interval is short. Please enter at least 2 hours in integer units
(3) Save
After setting the notification conditions and notification interval, you can save the settings for allowing
atrial fibrillation notifications by clicking the save button.

11.9.7 Device (Ring) Update
1)

Tap Setting > Device (Ring) Update to manage notification Settings.

2)

Check the latest firmware of CART-Ring and use the firmware update function if an update is needed.

(1) Charge your cart ring. If it is not in the charging status, the cart ring is not updated.
(2) Place your CART-Ring and smartphone close together.
(3) Turn on the CART-app until the update is complete.
(4) CART-Ring does not update if the battery is less than 50%. Check the charging status.
(5) If the update fails, some functions may be restricted.

11.10. Android device application “Optimize battery usage” not used (iOS not applicable)

1)

If the “Optimize battery usage” function of CART App is turned on, some functions of CART may be restricted
or may not operate normally.
(1) If "Optimize battery usage" is in use, the setting popup will appear when the application is launched.
(2) Please disable battery optimization through the pop-up.
(3) Alternatively, you can disable the setting by selecting “Settings-Support-FAQ-Optimize battery usage” in
the application.

11.11. How to manage/store the CART while not in use
1)

If you are not going to use your CART for a long time, separate the CART (body), cradle, and USB cable before
storage.

12. Information on EMC
12.1. Guidance and Manufacturer's Declaration (electromagnetic emissions)
1)

The EUT is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or the user of
the EUT should assure that it is used in such an environment.

Emission test

Compatibility

Electromagnetic environment (guidelines)

RF emission
CISPR 11

Group 1

The EUT uses RF energy only for its internal function.
Therefore, its RF emissions are very low and are not likely to cause any
interference in nearby electronic equipment.

RF emission
CISPR 11

Class B

Harmonic emissions
IEC IEC 61000-3-2
Voltage fluctuations /
Flicker emissions IEC
61000-3-3

A

The EUT is suitable for use in all establishments, including domestic
establishments and those directly connected to the public low-voltage power
supply network that supplies buildings used for domestic purposes.

Complies

12.2. Guidance and Manufacturer's Declaration (electromagnetic Immunity)
1)

The EUT is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or the user of
the EUT should assure that it is used in such an environment.

Susceptibility test

IEC 60601 Criteria

Electrostatic discharge
(ESD)
IEC 61000-4-2

±8kV Contact
±2 kV, ± 4kV, ± 8kV,
±15kV air

±8kV contact
±15kV air

Electrical
transient/burst
IEC61000-4-4

±2kV
100kHz
frequency

±2kV
100kHz
frequency

fast

repetition

Compatibility Criteria

Floors should be wood, concrete or
ceramic tile. If floors are covered
with synthetic material, the relative
humidity should
repetition

Surge Line-to-line
IEC 61000-4-5

±0.5kV, ±1kV

Surge Line-to-ground
IEC 61000-4-5

±0.5kV, ±1kV, ±2kV

±2kV

Voltage dips
IEC 61000-4-11

0 % UT; 0,5 cycle
At 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°,
180°, 225°, 270° and
315°

0 % UT; 0,5 cycle
At 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°,
180°, 225°, 270° and
315°

Voltage interruptions
IEC 61000-4-11

0 % UT; 1 cycle
and 70 % UT; 25/30
cycles
Single phase: at 0°

RATED
power
frequency
magnetic
fields (50/60Hz)
IEC 61000-4-8

Conducted
disturbances induced
by RF fields
IEC 61000-4-6

Electromagnetic environment
(guidelines)

Mains power quality should be that
of a typical commercial or hospital
environment.

±1kV
Mains power quality should be that
of a typical commercial or hospital
environment.

30A/m

3V
0.15 MHz – 80MHz
6V in ISM bands
between 0.15 MHz and
80MHz
80% AM at 1kHz

0 % UT; 1 cycle
and 70 % UT; 25/30
cycles
Single phase: at 0°

30A/m

3V
0.15 MHz – 80MHz
6V in ISM bands
Between 0.15 MHz and
80MHz
80%AM at 1 kHz

Mains power quality should be that
of a typical commercial or hospital
environment. If the user of the EUT
image intensifier requires continued
operation during power mains
interruptions, it is recommended
that the EUT image intensifier be
powered from an uninterruptible
power supply or a battery.

Power frequency magnetic fields
should be at levels characteristic of
a typical location in a typical
commercial
or
hospital
environment.
Portable
and
mobile
RF
communications equipment should
be used no closer to any part of the
EUT, including cables, than the
recommended separation distance
calculated from the equation
applicable to the frequency of the
transmitter.

Susceptibility test

Radiated RF EM fields
IEC 61000-4-3

IEC 60601 Criteria

3V/m
80MHz – 2,7GHz
80% AM at 1kHz

Compatibility Criteria

3V/m
80MHz – 2,7GHz
80%AM at 1kHz

Electromagnetic environment
(guidelines)
Where P is the maximum output
power rating of the transmitter in
watts(W)
according
to
the
transmitter manufacturer and d is
the
recommended
separation
distance in meters(M).
Field strengths from fixed RF
transmitters as determined by an
electromagnetic site survey, should
be less than the compliance level in
each frequency range.
Interference may occur in the
vicinity of equipment marked with
the following symbol;

13. FCC Compliance Statement
1)

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions.:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference.
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired
operation.

2)

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device pursuant to
part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, used and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to
radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.
If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by
turning the equipment on and off, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of
the following measures;
(1) Reorient or relocate the receiving antennae
(2) Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver
(3) Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the
(4) receiver is connected.
(5) Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

3)

FCC RF Exposure Statement
(1) This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.
End users must follow the specific operating instructions for satisfying RF exposure compliance. The
antenna used for this transmitter must not transmit simultaneously with any other antenna or transmitter
except in accordance with FCC multi-transmitter product procedures.

4)

FCC Caution
(1) This equipment may generate or use radio frequency energy.
(2) Changes or modifications to this equipment may cause harmful interference unless the modifications are
expressly approved in the instruction manual.
(3) This user could lose the authority to operate this equipment if an unauthorized change or modifications is
made.

5)

FCC ID: 2AU9T-CART1C
(1) The antenna (or antennas) must be installed so as to maintain at all times a distance minimum of at least
20 cm between the radiation source (antenna) and any individual.

6)

FCC ID: 2AU9T-CART1R
(1) This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.

14. Troubleshooting and Update
14.1. Self-check
Error (or error message)

Cause

How to troubleshoot

Not working while charging.

While CART-Ring is charged,
data cannot be collected, and selfcheck cannot be performed.

Please remove CART-Ring from the cradle
before wearing it.
Please refer to the user manual and try selfcheck again.

Data transfer failed.
Please try again.
If the same error continues to
appear, contact support.

This occurs when communication
with CART-Ring is unstable,
making the data collection from
CART-Ring impossible.

If you are automatically redirected to the
self-check guide screen. Please try the selfcheck again.

Error (or error message)

Cause

How to troubleshoot

There is no registered device.
You can use the device after
registering it in Setting > My
Device.

Occurs when there is no CARTRing registered in the logged-in
account.

Please register CART-Ring in Setting > My
Device.

Wear Device properly.

Occurs when CART-Ring is worn
poorly.

Please wear CART-Ring correctly as
guided.

Occurs when Bluetooth of the
mobile phone is disabled.

Please enable Bluetooth and run CARTApp.

Occurs when the network is
unavailable.

Please
check
the
network
connection/activation status and try again.

14.2. General (CART-App)

Bluetooth is turned off.
Please turn on Bluetooth and
restart CART
Please check your Wi-Fi or
Cellular network connection and
try it again.
There is no battery.
Please charge your device.
Red light flashes every 1 second
with fault notification

Occurs when the CART-Ring
battery is running out.
Occurs when CART-Ring is poorly
charged, or the communication
state is poor.

CART-Cradle's status light flashes
red

In case of charging error, the red
light flashes every 1 second.

Less than 2 hours duration after
100% charge

The battery life of CART-Ring
does not last for the specified
time.

Indicators of CART-Ring and
CART-Cradle are not flashing

The indicators do not blink in a
blinking condition.

Please use after charging the battery.
Please try it after charging the battery. If the
problem persists, please check the network
connection/activation status and try again.
Check whether the genuine USB cable
specified by the company is used for
charging and check how CART-Ring is
placed on CART-Cradle in the user manual
and try again.
If the CART-Ring has been used for more
than 2 years, the battery life may drop to
less than 80%.
If it occurs repeatedly under the same
conditions, please contact the customer
service center.

※ Note
ㆍ
ㆍ
ㆍ
ㆍ

If your problem persists, please contact Sky Labs Inc.
Tel: +82-1599-3402
Customer Service Hours: 09:00~18:00 (Lunch time 12:00~13:00), GTM + 9
Website: www.i-skylabs.com.

15. Label
15.1. Labelling Position of CART-Ring
Wrap the ring with ① and attach it to the other side of the label

15.2. Labelling Position of CART-Cradle
Attach the label inside the red circle at the bottom of the CART-Cradle.

15.3. Labelling Position of GIFT Box
Attach the label inside the red square on the Gift box. (under the Bottom of the gift box)

